Patching Services
Quick response security

Solutions Brief
Why choose OCSL
► Enterprise level service for a
fraction of the investment
► Highly skilled team with 25
years of delivering services

Timing is everything
Our proactive patch management service goes beyond just the
operating system. Standalone, or coupled with our SIEM service,
patching allows for immediate remediation against discovered
vulnerabilities. Pushing any new updates published by the vendor
to your machines automatically, quickly prevents any exploits that
could be present. The strong reporting feature also quickly
identifies any missing critical patches or mis configured settings.

► to customers worldwide
► Bespoke, fully transparent
service
► Allocated Service Delivery
Manager to look after your
account and deliver the most
from your service
► Key strategic partner
relationships with Cloud
vendors and direct
connections to Cloud
providers
►

OCSL’s data centres:

Your own Patch Tuesday
In a world of multiple vendors, patching can be confusing, time consuming
and hard to stay on top of. Our Patch Service take this all away, patch
management allows for instant patching as soon as vendors release them,
you can quickly and efficiently deploy these patches to your systems running
Windows, Linux, Mac and more removing vulnerabilities as they come.
Application patching
It is not only operating systems that expose vulnerabilities, it can also be
application based. This will now be an issue of the past because our service
not only deploys OS based patches, it also deploys application patches on
large vendors such as Adobe, Oracle, Google, Mozilla and more. We have
every angle covered!

► Government OFFICIAL
Supplier

Key features

► N3/HSCN Supplier



Patch installation on demand as resources

► G-Cloud Supplier



OS and Application Patching across windows, Linux and more

► Cyber Essentials + IASME



Detailed view of what patches are missing and associated risk



See what patches are installed on machines

► ISO 27001, 20000, 27018,
9001 & 22301 certified by a
UKAS accredited auditor

Why OCSL Managed Services?
The world of technology offers a
wealth of remarkable options.
We’ll guide you through them.
Agility and flexibility are

Compliance and accreditation services
Enhancing our standard patching service, we offer a compliance
adherence bolt-on which provides for customisable templates which
enable the implementation of required controls to meet and exceed
requirements of ISO27001, GDPR and other business requirements.
Once implemented the machine posture is checked on a pre-determined
basis and any remedial action performed as part of an audit you can
generate a clear list of all controls and demonstrate complete adherence
with the push of a button!

important, as business changes.
We’ll help continually push your
digital potential and meet your
ever-changing needs. More than
just a service provider, we’ll be
your strategic, long term partner.
For more information visit: ocsl.co.uk/what-we-do/managed-services
Learn more: ocsl.co.uk

Call us: 0845 605 2100

Email us: marketing@ocsl.co.uk

